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‘CULTURE DRIVEN’: THE NEW HISPANIC PROMISE
In February 2018, a big-name change was seen for an organization that cut its teeth on
serving as the Voice of Hispanic Marketing.
That’s still an integral part of the mission statement of what is now the Culture Marketing Council,
which professes to be the only national trade organization representing the entire Hispanic marketing,
communications and media industry.
Have there been any tangible results seen by the name change from
AHAA, originally known as the Association of Hispanic Advertising
Agencies?
You bet, says Horacio Gavilán, the CMC’s Executive Director.
He’s had a front seat to the changes that driven the Council; these
changes are also highly impacting veteran Hispanic market pros, who
are rapidly adapting to the ever-morphing ways clients wish to reach
the Latino consumer.
On the surface, the change to Culture Marketing Council was done,
Gavilán says, “to get people to better understand who we were and understand that the industry was
changing. But, still using AHAA, it was hard to get people to think differently.”
Thus, Gavilán and AHAA embarked on a three-year journey that eventually resulted in the rebranding of
the group formed in 1996.
“We wanted to make sure people didn’t think we were just about advertising agencies,” Gavilán says.
“Now, it includes agencies, media companies, research companies and consultants.”
It makes sense. As the 2010s nears its conclusion, one can look back at a decade that saw massive
modifications – largely thanks to “total market” buying, planning, creative and similar moves that in
many cases were done out of efficiencies, rather than a boldly new effective marketing opportunity.
As far as the use of the word Culture, this goes far in demonstrating how Hispanic marketing is no longer
about language. The marketplace has evolved.
“With culture, it is about insights, and getting to the heart of this consumer,” Gavilán says.
Industry cognoscenti who first learned of the 2018 name change of AHAA to CMC had no objections,
based on a similar belief.
“The moment I told people this is the new name, the result was ‘oooh I get it,’” Gavilán notes. “That’s
when I knew we chose the right name and it exactly what we needed to be. Changing names is hard –
you have a legacy. People know who you were. But it was old and dated and not where the industry is
today. The change allowed us to get a more diverse membership.”
And, in a testament to just how different the marketplace is today, “general market” agencies are
members.
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From June 10-12, 2019, “today’s hottest brands and renowned culture marketing leaders” agreed to
come together in Dallas to share their insights, successes, challenges, passions and best practices at the
2019 CMC Annual Summit.
It is the second summit from CMC as the Culture Marketing Council, and saw hands-on workshops mesh
with seminars led by some of the top brands in the industry.
On June 10, pre-conference research was the highlight of the day, with Twitter, Kantar Media and
GroupM sharing insights to attendees. “This goes back to the premise in which we have built our new
conferences about insight, and this really kicks off the conference very well,” Gavilán believes.
While CMC is all about culture, the conference is dedicated to Hispanic market learnings.
“The center of it all is Hispanic and it is something that hasn’t changed, and one of the reasons why
people come to our conference,” Gavilán says. This means the first session on June 11 from Ulta
SVP/Brand Marketing Shelly Haus will
demonstrate how the beauty retailer is
specifically going after the Latina consumer –
something one may not hear at other
conferences.
“We really made a concerted effort to bring some new and different voices to the table, and Ulta – using
Casanova McCann – has done some incredible work in the U.S. Hispanic market,” Gavilán notes.
For Ulta, growth came from the realization that it would require outreach to African American
consumers plus Hispanics.
A mid-morning session on June 11 from Google Director of Creative Agency Development Cecelia
Wogan-Silva involved a discussion on 2019 consumer trends pertaining to YouTube. “It is very
interesting to see what they are doing internally,” Gavilán says, “with what data they have to help
brands and their growth strategies.”
It also demonstrates how technology can be used to help leverage a brand’s understanding of the
multicultural marketplace.
Still, the overarching theme of the conference is “culture-driven content,” and Gavilán frets that some
brands forget about this.
Nuria Santamaria Wolfe, CEO and co-founder of Encantos Media is getting noticed. Lamenting the lack
of culture-driven content in the marketplace, she drove the push toward more culture-driven
storytelling.
Gavilán explains, “No one was connecting with younger kids and found an opportunity to create content
that is really driven by cultural insights, and she found a niche.”
Wolfe started as a one-person show. “What she has done in terms of what she developed at her
company but also as a Latina mother and entrepreneur … I’m really excited that she will be there to tell
her story,” Gavilán says.
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LATINA LEADERS, AND SHOPPING GATEKEEPERS
We don’t want men to be talking about women. We want to give them the voice.
This is a refrain shared by many in multicultural marketing today, and it’s why a CMC conference
discussion on the Latina as the decision-maker on big home purchase and spending is on the agenda.
“Women are the gatekeeper and we wanted to make sure that came through crystal-clear in our
conference,” Gavilán says.
This was also planned for a session in which Richards/Lerma Brand Management Principal Salma
Gottfried moderated a panel featuring Tenet Healthcare EVP/Marketing and Communications Marie
Quintana.
For Gavilán, Tenet is ahead of the curve on outreach to Latinos.
A CMC closing session will focus on the changing state of the agency business, with 4A’s President/CEO
Marla Kaplowitz joined by PM3 partner Eduardo Perez and Anomaly CEO Frankie Rodriguez.
Meanwhile, Gavilán says the industry is now past the point where the CMC conference will have
sessions dedicated to digital strategy; it will be weaved into the overall agenda.
Also of interest: the segmentation and “how nimble” Match is in making shifts on outreach to
multicultural groups is the subject of one CMC session.
Finally, a 2020 Presidential Election session moderated by industry veteran Chiqui Cartagena will be
joined by Hispanic agency pioneer Ernest Bromley and political commentator Ana Navarro. Political
power of the Latino electorate will be discussed – along with political dollars and how to make political
creative resonate with potential voters.
Bromley has taken the latter topic and has run with it, using his years running a San Antonio-based
agency to help candidates best reach voters – and get them to commit to voting for that candidate.
The CMC conference will also see a Hall of Fame induction ceremony, sponsored by State Farm. This
year, Al Aguilar, Tony Dieste, Alex Lopez Negrete, Luis Miguel Messianu and Ingrid Otero-Smart —
contemporary legends of Hispanic marketing and advertising — are to be inducted into the CMC Hall of
Fame.
Says Gavilán, “There wouldn’t be a Hispanic market if it wasn’t for those five individuals, in their own
special way. And it reminds us how we got to where we are today, and that the Hispanic market didn’t
start just 10 years ago.”
Then, there is the official naming of the 2019 CMC Marketer of the Year: AARP.
“For the last few years we’ve been looking and recognizing brands that have made a long-term
commitment to our space,” Gavilán says. “If you look at what AARP has done in the multicultural space,
and specifically Hispanic, in the last 10 years, I don’t think a lot of people have seen their work, and how
they understand this space. They’ve done an incredible. It is also a way for us to recognize a brand that
has been doing it right for several years.”
HMO
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EDUCATION: THE TOP TASK FOR TACKLING
HISPANIC MARKET GROWTH
Burbank, Calif.-based Terry J. Soto is considered to be one of the nation’s foremost experts on
growth strategy in “new cultural markets.” On June 5 at a presentation in Lake Worth, Fla., the
rapidly growing buying power of the Hispanic consumer was shared with local business leaders
intimately tied to a still nascent Latin marketplace.
Soto was there to discuss her recent tome “The $3.5 Trillion Advantage,” available on Amazon.
Soto had to apologize to attendees: The book’s title was already outdated, just six months after its
release.
“This population nationwide controls $3.8 trillion in buying power …. That is huge,” she said.
The session proved to be an eye-opener. What seasoned Hispanic
marketing and advertising pros may have considered to be “the
basics” peppered the Q&A session, proving that even in markets
adjacent to some of the nation’s largest Hispanic population centers,
knowledge about what to do – and how – is scant.
For Soto, “Targeting the new América” involves four groups. “There
are Hispanics, but there are Blacks and there are Asians. You could
include in this group LGBT consumers, too.”
Yet, she adds, there are some places in the U.S. where, while the
reality is a market may be very multicultural in its makeup, the ol’
bastions don’t let this growth flow into marketing, and top-of-mind
awareness.
In Palm Beach County, Fla., the 2020 Census could reflect that
multicultural inhabitants represent more than 50% of the county’s population. As of the 2010 Census,
that percentage stands at 41%.
This means multicultural and women business growth is ripe – both here and in other areas where
Census 2020 will reveal to all what many in the multicultural marketing world already know.
This is why the Census is so important – and why controversy over a citizenship question clouds the
accuracy of Census 2020.
“The Census has missed disproportionate numbers of color, young children and the rural and the urban
poor, leading to inequality in political power and in access to public funding and private investment for
these communities,” Soto says.
But, what if a completely accurate Census 2020 were conducted in places such as Palm Beach County?
The Caucasian community could possibly not be prepared for it, Soto fears.
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But the change is inevitable here – and in many other locales across the U.S.
When demographers look at the population of those under 25 – the majority of the population is
multicultural.
It’s Palm Beach County today – and perhaps many other locales across the U.S.
TWO MAJOR TRANSFORMATIONS
What may be striking to marketers is the following two trends, occurring concurrently:
1)

A record share of our population is going gray

2)

Our population is rapidly becoming majority non-white

This has tremendous social and political implications.
“It is imperative that we think about what this actually means for our businesses and for our
institutions,” Soto says.
She then offered the group a most startling statistic regarding the growth across the U.S. seen among
Latinos, punctuating the fact that – until very recently – births rather than immigration are driving
Hispanic population growth.
Between 2000 and 2017, the U.S. Hispanic population grew by 74%.
There’s more.
“Minority” groups were the majority population in 377 counties in 2017, which include most of the
highly populated areas of the U.S.
And more.
Between 2017 and 2022 the multicultural population is forecast to grow by 220,930 per month – or by
2.68 million people per year.
This will continue for the foreseeable future, Soto says, with “minorities” becoming majority population
by 2044.
In Palm Beach County, that’s forecast to occur nine years earlier, in 2035.
That’s why the $3.8 trillion in buying power the Hispanic population represents nationwide is so vital to
brand growth in such markets.
Soto remarks, “This population is outpacing in terms of spending the ‘total market’ in areas like auto,
health care, clothing, mortgages – they are probably the top 20 consumer consumption category where
this population overspends the mainstream population.”
Why? This population is much younger and is in their prime spending zone.
For attendees, the questions circled back to the Census. Educating undocumented workers that they will
not be taken away is a must. This is how Federal funds flow to a county. Given the growth yet to come
for Palm Beach County, the absence of such funds could present massive budget problems in the 2020s.
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U.S. Census official Pedro Guilarte was in attendance. He admitted that an undercount was seen in
Census 2010 due to ineffective outreach to the Hispanic community. “We have challenges, and we hope
you can help us,” Guilarte said.
Of course, the challenges aren’t limited to the Census. Soto shared information from the CMO Council
that centered on the question of whether they had a strategy in place to attract sales from multicultural
consumers? Half said no.
“Why aren’t companies getting serious,” Soto asked. “Marketers no longer look like the marketees.
Those making corporate decisions tend to be older and tend to be a homogenous group of people.”
As such, they may not wholly realize that in just six months, half of Generation Z will be multicultural.
Some 46% of Generation Y and Generation X – which includes the ever-in-demand Millennial – will be
multicultural. “These are the sweet spots for many companies that sell the gamut of consumer items in
the marketplace today,” Soto says. “There are implications, yet many aren’t paying attention to this
marketing power.”
CHANGE OF PERSPECTIVE
Change can be a little scary. I’ve seen it. It can even cause fear.
These words from Soto had the crowd riveted. She knew firsthand what some marketing pros likely have
swirling in their mind, including such questions as “What is that going to do to my bottom line?” or
“What is that going to do with my next promotion?”
With Kraft Foods singled out as by Soto as an ethnic marketing leader, gaining tremendous respect
among retail customers, she urged marketers and small business owners to “take that first step – and
being committed.”
And, they should also take that conviction by organizing employees to fully take advantage of the
economic benefit that can come through fully connecting with the U.S. Hispanic consumer.
HMO

LORIS TO LEAD TELEMUNDO ELECTION 2020 EFFORTS AFTER THREE DECADES AT
RIVAL
As of July 2019, veteran news executive Patsy Loris will hold the
role of Senior Vice President, Elections 2020 and Special Projects at
Noticias Telemundo. She’ll be based in Miami and reports to Luis
Fernandez, Executive Vice President of Network News at Telemundo.
Loris joins Noticias Telemundo after three decades at Univision
Communications. Most recently, she was Executive Vice President
of News and Executive News Director where she had direct oversight
of the network’s morning show, daily entertainment and news
magazine shows, and all network news programs including its
digital, evening, late night, weekend and political affairs properties.
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HMO2019 IN DEPTH

AVOIDING STATIC ON ‘CHANNEL Z’
Had enough of millennials and the unfulfilled marketing and advertising goals presented to a
generation marked by extreme student debt and $12 avocado toast Sunday Fundays? While the
elder American and the efforts of AARP have done much to awaken marketers to the 50+
consumer, Generation Z beckons – and is exciting many.
Generation Z is poised to become the dominant market force
within the next three to five years, providing the marketing
and advertising industry with a prime opportunity. To
prepare for the changing expectations and demands from
this new generation of customers, marketers and advertisers
need to experiment with new platforms to make it easier for
customers to create their own content, prioritize
personalization and explore new techniques for ad
placements, says Cognizant.
To explore this massive shift, Cognizant partnered with The
Center for Generational Kinetics on new research that
explores the attitudes, expectations and digital consumption
habits of Gen Z. The results reflect distinctive generational differences and preferences when it comes to
how Gen Z want to engage with content.
As shared in early June, key findings from the survey include the following takeaways:
·
Gen Z want to control their content: Today’s younger generations crave deeper interaction and
more control over content with 45% of Gen Z agreeing they would like the option of being able to
control the content of a movie or TV show specially in collaboration with (or in competition against)
other users.
·
Gen Z want immersive and interactive content: Content is changing with more than 50% of Gen Z
indicating they were likely or very likely to use Virtual Reality (VR) to watch shows and movies or play
games in the next three to five years. Likewise, with social media and YouTube taking the two top spots
for preferred content with Gen Z media and entertainment, companies need to be prepared to
experiment more with short-form programming and adapting engagement models.
·
Gen Z want personalization and transparency: Gen Z want information targeted to them to be
personal, with 38% preferring online ads to be related to their browsing history or entertainment
preferences. This generation is also the least concerned that their online information will be used
against them, with 32% admitting to not being concerned that companies will use their personal online
data in a way that could harm them.
·
Gen Z prefer word-of-mouth: Gen Z’s purchases are increasingly influenced by social media
personalities and user-generated content. In fact, 35% of Gen-Z thinks user-generated content will have
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more credibility in three to five years than content that comes from a company or independent source.
However, word-of-mouth is still important with 47% of Gen Z influenced most by friends and family.
Cognizant and The Center for Generational Kinetics surveyed more than 2,000 U.S. respondents to
better understand the attitudes of Gen Z, currently age 15-22 years old, regarding the implications of
today’s digital world as well as their unique content consumption habits.
What were some of the other key takeaways from their research?
Internet Accessibility is Everything
·

55% of Gen Z spend 5+ hours on their phones every day

o 1/3 of females of that group spend 10+ hours per day on their phones.
·

38% feel highly stressed when they can’t access the internet.

o 73% of Gen Z females and 62% of Gen Z males are “very tense or uneasy” if their phone stops
working correctly.
·
Only 52% of Gen Z respondents said they usually fix their smart devices themselves when it
comes to device maintenance, compared with 63% of Gen Xers and 72% of millennials.
Gen Z Is A Generation Seeking Control
·

55% of Gen Z said they’d like to control the content of a movie or TV show in the future.

·
50+% of Gen Z and millennials, and just under 50% of Gen X respondents, said they were likely or
very likely to use virtual VR to watch shows and movies or play games in the next three to five years.
·

YouTube videos take the top two spots for preferred content for Gen Z social media.

·
54% of Gen Z are interested or very interested in creating customized digital entertainment
packages.
As such, today’s younger generations crave deeper interaction and more control over content, especially
in collaboration with (or in competition against) other users, Cognizant concluded. Further, immersive
and interactive content will become a key area for businesses to explore as new content forms will
appeal to Gen Z.
Therefore, Cognizant concludes, “Media and entertainment companies must experiment more with
short-form programming and adapt engagement models. They must also consider how they make their
content accessible, as the way content is accessed is also changing.”
Word Of Mouth Means The Most
·

47% of Gen Z is most influenced by their friends and family when it comes to purchases.

·
24% of Gen Z respondents say social media personalities are the most important influencer in
their purchase choices.
·
35% of Gen Z thinks user-generated content (UGC) in the next three to five years will have
more credibility than content that comes from a company or independent source.
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“Often still living at home, they are also influencing their parents’ spending, just as their parents
influence them,” Cognizant concludes. “In particular, social media continues to be a strong driver of
purchase decisions.”
What’s the advice for marketers? “Experiment with platforms that make it easier and more useful for
customers to create their own content and access content generated by others,” it says.
Advertising 101: Know Your Audience
·
38% of Gen Z prefer online ads related to their browsing history or entertainment preferences
rather than randomly shown advertisements.
·
32% are not concerned that companies will use their personal online data in a way that could harm
them.
·

66% of Gen Z sees advertising as an interruption

However, Gen Z understands that advertising is the cost of free access to valuable resources like social
platforms.
What is the takeaway Cognizant has to share? “Gen Z is more likely to respond to a company that shows
they understand their generation by strategically offering ads based on their online interests and
activities,” it says.
Cognizant Consulting VP of Communications and Media Shameka Young said,
“Gen Z is our first generation of truly digital natives, and, as a result, they put
Internet access almost on par with the air they breathe and love to control
their content. They will define what’s next when it comes to interaction,
communication, entertainment, and commerce – it’s crucial that global
businesses come to understand their unique preferences and attitudes today
as their collective purchasing power and influence will only grow in the years
to come.”

LATINO CINEMA-GOERS: THE BIG OVER-INDEXING CONSUMER
Do broadcast and cable media have an opportunity to drive box office growth through the
advertising of new movie releases via
Spanish-language and Hispanic-targeted
media? New research says yes. According to
MRI-Simmons and E-Poll, Hispanic
moviegoers aged 18 and up are 36% more
likely to see at least one movie a month.
Furthermore, 41% of Hispanic moviegoers
attend one movie a month or more, compared
to 30% of all U.S. moviegoers.
More at HispanicMarketOverview.com
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HMO2019 IN DEPTH

WHY ALL MARKETERS SHOULD UNDERSTAND
‘LOS TWEENS & TEENS’
We continue to hear that language matters most when it comes to multicultural marketing.
It doesn’t. Yet, Hispanic teens and tweens are largely U.S. born and thus English-preferred.
How does marketing play into this group? Is it culturally -- and age -- relevancy that matters?
How does this work?
Perhaps the best person to have this discussion with is Cristy
Clavijo-Kish, who has been active in the U.S. Hispanic market
since 1993. She started in public relations, working on such
projects as Carnival’s experimental Fiesta Marina cruise line. She
later went on to become SVP of Multicultural Markets for PR
Newswire and VP for Porter Novelli Florida.
Today, she’s known as the founder of Talento Unlimited, a newly
formed consultancy for talent management, marketing and event
partnerships focused on women and inspirational mentoring.
Clavijo-Kish is perhaps best recognized as the creator and copublisher of Los Tweens and Teens, a blog with a full social media
presence devoted to parents of what’s poised to be the next great consumer group in the U.S.
As the parent of twins set to start their senior year of high school in the heart of Miami, “I also parent
the generation, so that puts me in a unique chair,” she says. “They are the first digitally native
generation, and they didn’t go from having a landline to having a cell phone. That makes them more
image-based, and makes them have connectivity with brands that impact them personally.”
As the youngest generation of consumers, Clavijo-Kish has seen firsthand how Gen Z posts on social
media – it is all about the image.
This means the brands that have more success with them are doing so through authenticity of who they,
the Gen Z individual, are – without labels.
“Their friends are their friends,” Clavijo-Kish notes. “It is a generation who believes in being themselves
first, and having a brand behind them supporting it. It means being native, and to wanting things to be
authentic.”
At the same time, Clavijo-Kish believes Gen Z is a generation that is very isolated.
“It’s because they are so concerned about the connectivity that there are levels on a lot of anxiety and
stress unlike any before them,” she says.
On a top-line basis, marketers should think less about language, as stated at the start of this article.
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For Clavijo-Kish, they should think more about the Gen Z experiences.
Two things stand out that resonate with this group, in terms of marketing and reaching this segment,
she says.
“They see their culture in crossover artists,” Clavijo-Kish notes. “My daughters love [Jennifer Lopez] and
they love Maluma, and they are impacted by their grandparents. They love Celia Cruz. That allows that
feeling of language and of the rhythms.”
Aside from music, food is a connective tissue between her daughters and their Hispanic heritage.
“The connectivity of music and food allow us to bridge culture to this generation,” Clavijo-Kish says.
She adds that it is more of the promotional and imagery when it comes to this audience, rather than the
“buy me, buy me” approach for a generation that is still not fully formed as a consumer – and relies on
either an allowance or their first job.
CATEGORIES THAT CONNECT
What are some of the top advertising categories that have tapped into the Gen Z consumer?
“Beauty brands have definitely stepped up,” Clavijo-Kish says.
Surprisingly, automotive brands have been
actively connecting with Teens – perhaps to get
them to actually drive after getting their license
in an era where Lyft and Uber, for some, are
more desirable options than buying and
maintaining a vehicle.
“Auto is creating an experience with younger
drivers,” Clavijo-Kish notes.
Entertainment – and feature films — are also a
big ad category targeting Gen Z consumers. So
is apparel, and brands that are focused on
healthy eating.
Additionally, the beauty industry is talking to
Gen Z thanks to the extensive use of Instagram.
One category that is noticeably absent to
Clavijo-Kish and should step up its Gen Z outreach is Travel.
“I’d like to see more with travel,” she says. “They literally choose where you are going.”
Case in point: the Kish family’s recent vacation.
Mom and Dad thought time split between Spain, where Clavijo-Kish has roots, and Hungary, where her
husband’s family is from, would be a fine idea.
Then, the daughters had their say.
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Their love of U.K. boy band One Direction and the Eiffel Tower took precedence. As such, the foursome
enjoyed four days in London, four days in Paris and four days in Spain.
AHEAD OF A BIG CURVE
When Clavijo-Kish launched Los Tweens & Teens seven years ago, she was a little bit ahead of the curve.
“No one was really talking about how this generation wields the buying power they have in the home
and how to reach them,” she recalls. “It was all about millennials. Now, I literally can’t go to CNN or
Yahoo and not find some story about tweens and teens, including the most multicultural spelling bee
that was just had.”
While news stories on a practically daily basis have made her world easier, with media “finally” covering
this age segment, Clavijo-Kish questions if brands are specifically reaching that burgeoning young
consumer?
And, what about specific outreach to Gen Z multicultural consumers?
There’s not so much drilling down to that level, Clavijo-Kish says, but rather to an age segment.
And, perhaps that is a smart thing. After all, while her daughters self-identify as Hispanic, they are
“mixed race”—one of the greatest marketing challenges and one that is stealthily growing fast among
Gen Z.
“A multicultural campaign aimed at this age group? It would require some homework in finding one,”
Clavijo-Kish says. “But, the idea of labeling people is something this group can’t stand – and ethnic labels
are a part of this loathing. Their friend group is such where no two kids should look the same in a
photo.”
This immediately conjured images of a famed campaign of the 1980s.
As such, Clavijo-Kish was asked how a marketer could avoid regressing to an era where the “United
Colours of Benetton” was hip and revolutionary.
Her answer? Understand Gen Z as well as they understand who they are.
“The brand needs to take a step back and understand that their brand is helping [her] personal brand
shine,” she says of the Latina Gen Z member.
Brand connection, and support of a social initiative of importance to Gen Z, also seems to matter.
Verizon has proved to be a big supporter of technology in school, and funded specific scholarships
Clavijo-Kish’s daughters took note of. They came home and asked who the main wireless services
provider was for the family. The answer? AT&T.
“You don’t have an easy challenge with this group, because it is going to take finding connectivity to
them,” she concludes.
HMO
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THE HMO INTERVIEW

LATINO CONSUMERS: THE ‘SPICE’ THAT MATTERS
This year's report, our 10th edition, is built around the theme "Blending." We see Latinos
blending in to the American mainstream more than ever. But, is that coming at a cost?
What is Luis Miguel Messianu’s take on this, and if Hispanic media and marketing is suffering -or thriving -- as marketers understand that Latino consumers are integral to the "total market"
pie?
The Creative Chairman and CEO of Miami-based agency ALMA has
an immediate response.
“Blending is probably not the right term,” he notes. “From an
American perspective, it means becoming part of the overall mix.
For me, the right term would be ‘spicing.’”
When you do that, he says, “there is a boost and a difference in
how things taste. They may not appeal to the majority, but in a
way, it is what has happened to food in America. There is more
ethnic openness to taste, and you see it not only in the world of
food but also in the world of music, and in entertainment, and in
film.”
Does that mean that Hispanic Market Overview is off-kilter with its
view of where Latino consumers stand in the last six months of
2019?
Messianu believes the political climate of the U.S. may have clouded how Hispanics are a unique, vibrant
and vocal component of a multicultural America that has hardly ebbed in influence and growth.
“There is more emotion, more rhythm and more joy of life” that is happening today across Hispanic
America, he notes. That is the result of multicultural influence into the general market.
That said, the multicultural market is the new general market, Messianu believes.
So do smart marketers, he adds.
“If you are not appealing to the minority groups that will soon be majority, you’re missing out in terms
of how things are evolving and changing,” Messianu says.
WAY MORE THAN A ‘WINK’
Messianu was asked to share his thoughts on discussions held June 5 at a Lake Worth, Fla., presentation
from Terry Soto. More than one attendee inquired about what language to use. Both?
Maybe. It remains a case-by-case question that can get touchy at times.
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“I remember having a huge argument with [now retired] Univision President/COO Ray Rodriguez – they
wouldn’t air anything that would have English in a Hispanic spot,” Messianu recalls. “Years ago we had a
cool [McDonald’s] spot that eventually aired that featured a pregnant lady that eventually reveals a
fetus that says Yes! after his madre had a bite of a Big Mac.”
That was a big deal, and the team at ALMA had to explain how Yes! was a globally understood phrase
that transcended beyond language. Now, Messianu argues, the reverse has happened with general
market media.
Case in point: WFOR-4, the CBS O&O in Miami, in recent weeks aired a Comcast Xfinity commercial in
the 7am hour, during the CBS This Morning program, that was fully bilingual. While it clearly targeted
Hispanic consumers, anyone watching could understand what the message was and resonate with it.
“Years ago they wouldn’t air a spot that includes any Spanish,” Messianu says. Instead, Spanish-language
and English-language spots were independently shot, with a “wink factor” very common for clients such
as McDonald’s circa 1994.
It’s why Messianu speaks with pride of a 2014 McDonald’s :60, “First Customer.” It wasn’t “new” – in his
view – but was nevertheless groundbreaking in its approach and acceptance.
That’s because many clients have fallen into the “blanket trap,” if you will. By using a “total market”
approach, “they don’t really analyze what is happening with consumers, and they are really pulling it
into a trap,” Messianu notes. “It is almost a paradox where you can talk to consumers on a one-on-one
basis and not only leverage segmentation but also microsegmentation. If you rationalize this ‘one size
fits all’ approach, it is pretty absurd.”
And, with respect to multicultural consumers, “we are way ahead of acculturation and country of
origin,” Messianu says. “Now we are talking about brand affinity, or even fashion affinity, if you will.”
A SPRINT AHEAD
Is there one ALMA client that best represents what a CMO should be thinking with respect to "total
Hispanic marketing"?
Sprint is a good example.
“It helps that until very recently they’ve had a Latino CEO, Mauricio Claure,”
Messianu says. “They have a very strong multicultural team and we’ve only
worked with them for a little over three years, but it is a very intense category
and they have been incredible in terms of openness and willingness to take
smart risks. Even when they asked us to be more synergetic with their efforts,
the team moved forward in ways that ensured they would put forth a plan
designed to generate results.”
Also singled out by Messianu? Pepsi.
He says that work with the brand started a little more than a year ago. It heralded a fresh start for a
brand that was largely dormant in the U.S. Hispanic market.
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A little over a year ago, Pepsi work started. “This is a company that abandoned multicultural but
demonstrates that the pendulum is coming back,” Messianu notes. “They understand that they cannot
do a one-size-fits-all marketing program. You have to think ‘consumer first,’ and have to find the
relevance.”
The result: a brand-new Hispanic campaign that’s already getting rave reviews. While Steve Carrell and
Cardi B. are featured in total market spots, Hispanic market commercials feature John Leguizamo and
are bilingual. The spot illustrates the evolution of someone like him as a “challenger” and puts Pepsi in
an aligned position with a message of empowerment.
It’s also a highly relevant spot for Latino audiences, Messianu says. “The consumer will respond, and you
will reap the benefits,” he says. This dovetails into a conversation about the February 2018 issuance by
the American Association of Advertising Agencies (4 A’s) of a “Fair Play” charter to its members, asking
media agencies, and media departments within agencies, to recommit to fair and equitable treatment of
minority media owners.
While ALMA doesn’t buy media, Messianu certainly has an opinion to share on “Fair Play.” He says, “To
me it is not only about fair play but about fair share of growth. You have to support and champion MC
media.”
AVOIDING COSTLY ERRORS
While there are positive tales to tell about marketing to multicultural consumers, there is also the effort
that demonstrates how things can go horribly wrong.
“I have a very clear example and we even talked about this yesterday,” Messianu says. In the Pepsi
world, they call it the “Jenner effect.” It’s in reference to a widely panned spring 2017 effort featuring
Kendall Jenner that was pulled one day after its debut. Pepsi admitted it “missed the mark.” What
happened?
The social media and reality TV darling joined a
march and handed a can of Pepsi to a police officer,
which led critics to call it, among other things, tonedeaf and disrespectful of the #BlackLivesMatter
movement.
“Pepsi was trying to project a global message of
unity, peace, and understanding,” it said. “Clearly we
missed the mark and we apologize. We did not
intend to make light of any serious issue. We are
pulling the content and halting any further rollout.
We also apologize for putting Kendall Jenner in this
position.”
This was before Pepsi’s relationship with ALMA.
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“You cannot go about social activism or sense of purpose without a council of the right experts,”
Messianu says.
That’s because there are four powers at place – commerce, art, culture and conscience. He concludes,
“When you combine those and you do it in the right proportion and do it with respect to consumers in a
genuine and authentic way – one that connects with the essence of the brand – then you’re in business.
When you do social activism on behalf of brands it is great for investors, great for consumers and great
for employees.”
HMO

How do we reach Generation Z people and involve them
more in projects and project management?
Generation Z is increasingly expressing their opinion and
spread it through social media. Influencer on social
media reach millions of followers, in seconds, if they have
something to say that is of interest of their followers.
Established parties, other generation´s people or
companies are surprised of the speed and the power of
those opinions… and do not really know how to respond
to it…
During a roundtable at the Headquarters of the German
Project Management Association (GPM), in parallel to
IPMA´s Project Management Championship, a diverse
group of people discussed how young people could be engaged better in the growing
field of projects and project management.
What seems to be attractive for young people:
• Networking with other people; staying connected via social media
• Experiencing international and intercultural exchange of people
• Learning from experienced project managers and getting guidance
• Finding attractive projects and job opportunities through networks
• Getting acknowledged for what they are, do or have to say…

What is less interesting for young people:
• Becoming a “member” and committing themselves to a traditional (PM)

association

• Fulfilling tasks that somebody else has defined and where they have no influence
• Work in traditional organizational settings with functional silos and hierarchies
• Following leaders, values or strategies that do not fit to their own desires
• Doing the same, over and over again, and over a long period of time
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THE HMO INTERVIEW

‘BLENDED’? PUT THAT IN A BLENDER!
This year's report, our 10th edition, is built around the theme "Blending." Yes, we see Latinos
blending into the American mainstream more than ever.
Liz Castells-Heard, CEO and Chief Strategy Officer at bicoastal ad shop Infusion by Castells, was
less than pleased with that assessment.
She was asked if this “blending” is coming at a cost, and if Hispanic media and marketing is suffering -- or
thriving -- as marketers understand that Latino consumers are integral to the "total market" pie.
“This is a loaded question with so many moving parts, so it’s going to take a while for me to answer this,
especially since I have both a professional and personal distaste for the term ‘blended’ and its misuse,”
she says. “Blending anything makes little sense when personalized marketing is ever more prevalent,
unique cultural perspectives persist, and a blended approach rarely optimizes strategies or work to build
Client ROI.”
Despite all the talk from clients about diversity and inclusion and
the desire to increase their multicultural brand relevancy, there is
still a substantial gap between expectations and reality, CastellsHeard says.
“Biases still permeate and multicultural firms like ours do face
challenges,” she notes. “However, in this ‘Multicultural’ America,
multicultural agencies are best equipped to lead because it is our
innate nature, as Thought Leaders and seasoned multicultural
experts who always have to know the specific General Market and
multicultural market differences and commonalities. Plus, we are
nimble, focused and cost-effective, and manage the client’s multicultural business from A to Z. Thus, we
actually have the advantage in this space. We just have to communicate it in a much clearer fashion and
solidify a tangible value proposition.”
It’s that word – “blending – that just irks Castells-Heard, even with a clarification that it is Hispanic
culture that is blending into the mainstream, and not that Latinos are “blending in” with the total
population.
“Yes, it is a diverse, multicultural non-Hispanic white mainstream led by Hispanics, and there is no longer
a ‘general market’ glorified by Madison Avenue,” she says. “Gen Z kids are already majority
multicultural, as are the top states that drive companies’ sales. The 2020 Census will only reinforce
urgency of ‘revisioning’ these high value super-consumers, and minority-majority is now officially an
oxymoron.”
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She points to a factoid: Fortune 500 senior marketers expect 11%–25% of their growth in the next five
years to come from Hispanics, according to Think with Google. This is magnified by Hispanics starting
to embrace their own strength and identity as a unified community.
“One can argue that the new mainstream America is ‘Blended’, with the majority either multicultural or
highly influenced by multicultural attitudes, products and trends,” Castells-Heard says.
This hierarchy, if you will, has put bilingual, bicultural Hispanics in the driver’s seat. At the same time,
diversity and inclusion “is becoming table stakes.” A plethora of paradigm terms such as cross-cultural or
polycultural have become popular with marketers and demographers alike.
“This ‘blended’ American identity can be multidimensional, pliable and situational,” Castells-Heard
observes. “Today’s youth embraces multiple avatars and is reinventing themselves. Social media allows
for cross-cultural connections.”
WITNESS THE ‘CULTUREVOLUTION’
Call it what you want: the American mainstream is as multicultural as ever. But,
do many of the C-Suites of Corporate America fail to see this?
Castells-Heard has a position on this.
“Companies who do not get the need for multicultural proficiency and targeting
and are not actively dissecting prospects and customers by opportunity size and
culture may not have a future,” she declares.
Why?
She begins with the increase in Personalized Marketing. “Targeting,
whether cultural, gender neutrals, gamers or Pretty Little Liars streamers, has
never been as razor sharp as it is today. With unique content, digital and social
spaces, C-commerce, and micro-experiences we must use customization on a
grand scale for two-way brand connections. This means profoundly
understanding multicultural individuals, their background and motivators.
Many of those things come from their cultural background, consciously or subconsciously.
Castells-Heard then rips apart the linear Hispanic acculturation model, as this
“has been proven false.” She says, “The reality is that the unique cultural pride
and ties and, most importantly, the mindset that binds Hispanics, African
Americans and/or Asians is stronger than ever, as is their desire for cultural
recognition and a portrayal of who they are, and they have diverse attitudes
and behaviors, product consumption and usage across categories.”
Technological advances allow them to keep close connections to their traditions, people, content and all
of the things they love.
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As such, “when consumers connect with brands like they connect with people it is critical to align the
brand strategy with a culturally relevant and seamless consumer experience, along with everything
grounded in the client’s business and how that fits with a multicultural consumer’s needs and desires,”
she says.
Cultural Identity is also stronger than ever among Hispanic Americans. “Cultural identity will continue to
be a critical factor in a brand’s marketing and communication,” she says. “Most Gen Y and Gen Z
consider themselves Hispanic, Latino or Hispanic/Latino Americans (not Cuban or Mexican), and 90% say
they want to belong to ‘their’ Hispanic community.”
Additionally, Castells-Heard shares research showing that 85% of Hispanics polled think that they should
be valued by brands and companies more than they are today. Further, some 70% say they do not see
themselves portrayed accurately by major brands or pop culture. More than 50% do not see their values
reflected.
It’s déjà vu for Hispanic Market Overview, as these same discussions have been had more than once
since this annual report’s 2010 inception.
With ever-more targeted multicultural tools and content available for markets, Castells-Heard points to
LatinoEyes and, in the African American arena, CultureBeat. Mobile testing with multicultural
tastemakers is happening through Gauge.
Castells-Heard concludes her thoughts on “blending” with the following statement: “There will always
be the commonalities to leverage across all consumers, but to get to that point, if it’s the best way to
impact sales, one must break it down first and be deeply knowledgeable about its Multicultural
components.”
AWAKENING THE C-SUITE
There are many clients, Castells-Heard says, that are doing multicultural marketing well, and should be
commended. She points to Toyota, McDonald’s, Johnson & Johnson, Target, Wells Fargo and Procter &
Gamble Co. That said, “The majority of clients still don’t get it.”
She laments that many “succumb to the regional or Spanish-only” way of reaching Hispanic consumers.
Others are sporadic in their activity, entering and leaving the Hispanic space more often than snowbirds
in Florida or Arizona packing up and shifting homes every six months.
Worse yet, Castells-Heard says, “Many still function with the obsolete traditional General Market, the
blended Total Market Approach/Cross-Cultural Approach or the siloed ‘Spanish agency models’ of the
past – none of which I believe are effective anymore.”
On the positive side, some clients who tried the Total Market Approach have come back around to
understand the need for multicultural experts who are both well informed and accountable for the
diverse segments as they saw their blended strategies become less effective, efforts more vanilla, and
business erode, she continues.
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“But even solid multicultural marketing ‘reputation companies’ do not approach this market as a valuebuilding proposition and default to poor planning and integration into the system (whether efforts
aligned or not) and sub-par funding,” Castells-Heard aments.
Nevertheless, Castells-Heard remains optimistic. “I do believe new models for culture marketing will
continue to emerge,” she says. This requires an evolution of total market agencies “to actually place the
proper emphasis and focus on Hispanic and multicultural consumers – understanding and leveraging
how they are changing and influencing a new mainstream and placing the majority bicultural Hispanics
into the proper perspective.”
THE FULL SPECTRUM OF MARKETING
One of Infusion by Castells’ biggest clients is Charter Communications’ Spectrum franchise.
Castells-heard spoke of her agency’s relationship with the New York-based MVPD, which is branching
into mobile in a way that very much includes Hispanic outreach, as seen with this new campaign:
https://twitter.com/SpectrumLatino/status/1123270896674693121
At Spectrum, she says, there is leadership that does
the metrics upfront — and this includes injecting
multicultural marketing in all research and tracking.
This illustrates how Spectrum is going beyond the
arguably trending diversity and inclusion efforts in
the human resources department and in other
departments across a company.
“They leverage diversity to analyze, strategize and
identify the extent the multimedia segments are
high value prospects and customers to develop
business, marketing, and products and offer
strategies that maximize performance against these targets.”
Spectrum’s team then works with third-party expert partners to optimize the Hispanic, Asian-American
and Asian customer journeys, sales and ROI. “We help them identify the different values, attitudes,
category or purchase habits for Hispanic and African American, and then assess which warrant different
or aligned approaches, advertising being one of the considerations. We do English-cultural work for
Hispanics and African American, which run in the “general market.”
Perhaps the most important point is that the responsibility for sales growth and ownership of the P&L is
by the same central multicultural business unit, which works collaboratively with all the cross-functional
teams to make it happen.
As far as Castells-Heard is concerned, whether that is a multicultural business unit or broader business
unit with the support of multicultural marketing experts deeply fluent in the different high value targets,
it does not matter — so long as long as there is the P&L accountability among the parties.
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At Spectrum, multicultural households are 38% of Charter’s footprint (includes the former Time Warner
Cable and BrightHouse Networks markets. “Multicultural represents over 50% of new sales/connects, so
our client is happy with the performance – and they are not under-developed.”
HMO
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THE HMO INTERVIEW

THE POLYCULTURAL SOCIETY PLAY
Here’s another agency executive that takes Hispanic Market Overview to task for suggesting that Latinos
are “blending” into the American mainstream.
Gloria Constanza, a partner and Chief Contact Strategist at New York-based d expósito & Partners, is a
14-year agency veteran.
She says, “On the term ‘blending,’ we would first need to ask who is
blending into whom? The truth is the United States is a polycultural
society where cultures are constantly influencing each other.
Hispanics are influenced by mainstream culture, but Hispanics are
also influencing the mainstream – and we see this across many
fronts.”
However, Constanza believes some global agencies may be using this
borrowing of cultures to claim reaching Hispanics via mainstream or
broad media and messaging.
“Regrettably, there are many advertisers that are not being exposed
to the overall picture and therefore buy into this ‘one-size-fits-all’ or Total Market approach,” she says.
“As a result, this practice has negatively impacted Hispanic agencies as well as Hispanic targeted media.”
On a positive note, recent observations and articles are indicating that, finally, some clients are realizing
that the “one-size-fits-all” approach has not been working for them. The result, Constanza says, is that
they are going back to having specific targeted efforts to reach the different ethnic groups.
“The lesson here is that finding efficiencies sometimes can lead to loss of effectiveness and brand
connection to this audience,” she says. “Many clients lost more than the savings they gained, and this
was not only with Hispanics, but across all segments. The end result of the ‘one-size fits-all’ approach is
that the message does not resonate or fully engage any segment. As we all know, building deep
connections with an audience calls for delivering consumer emotions, and this can only be accomplished
when you are authentic and transparent with your storytelling. Rather than going for the promise of
Total Market, the wise thing is to go after Total Relevance. Consumers can read when cultural relevancy
is forced into the advertising messaging — and that is what we’ve been seeing a lot of in the last five
years or so. But we see that the narrative is changing.”
A CLIENT THAT DOES IT RIGHT
Throughout the history of Hispanic marketing there have been many CMOs that are doing a great job in
marketing to Latinos in a holistic fashion.
Constanza singles out clients like Toyota, Ford, McDonald’s, AT&T, and Sprint as implementing “total
Hispanic marketing,” if you will.
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But, of the most recent entrants into the U.S. Hispanic market, there’s one that stands out for
Constanza.
“We can attest that AARP is doing it right,” she says.
This year, AARP is the winner of the CMC Marketer of the Year Award.
Yes, they work with d expósito & Partners. Even if they weren’t, they’d have Constanza’s attention for
one reason – “they are doing it right.”
She continues, “Another advertiser that we are very proud of the work being done with the Latino
audience is Amica Mutual Insurance. Amica entered the market doing the right thing – first conducting
research, ensuring the development of highly relevant messaging, setting up their back-end with a fully
bilingual telemarketing team, then testing a couple of markets and, eventually, rolling out nationally.”
Amica is also engaging at the community level and with other major connection points that are
important aspects of Hispanic’s daily life, like music and sports.
While Amica and AARP are singled out for their efforts in the U.S. Hispanic market, a brand steward’s
media choice has become a hot topic in the radio and TV industry.
Constanza is well aware of the rapidly changing media habits of all Americans, with Hispanics in the
forefront of this evolution to direct-to-consumer audio and visual vehicles.
“We are facing the most transformative time in the history of the advertising industry and as a segment
of this industry we are not immune to this transformation,” she says. “These social media giants all have
universal and global appeal. As such, our Latino audience highly engages with them and sometimes
even over-indexes in terms of social media usage. However, it is critical to point out that traditional
media is not only losing audience and revenue to the big technology giants but also to OTT,
programmatic, audio and video streaming, and even the smaller screens. This, compounded with the
fact that, now more than ever, advertisers are being more careful with their advertising resources, it is
no surprise that someone will suffer. Unfortunately, in this case, since legacy media used to command
the bulk of the advertising dollars, they are feeling it the most.”
As it turns out, we’re in “the era of reinvention.” As such, Constanza believes that now is the time for
the traditional Hispanic targeted media to be creative and identify opportunities to continue to expand
their content in those environments via a monetization arrangement. “Hispanic media has very rich and
highly relevant content that can be attractive to the big digital companies,” she says.
AN END TO HOMOGENY
What's the biggest thing Constanza sees that everybody "gets wrong"? She can’t narrow it down to just
one thing.
“There is, without a doubt, more than one thing that many are getting wrong about understanding the
Hispanic consumer,” she says. “The most obvious is the belief that this is a homogenous segment. We
come from 21 countries, each with its own nuances and rich cultures which translate to traditions, food
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and customs. Therefore, finding those unique cultural cues that resonate effectively across all Latinos
requires having the right marketing experts. To make it more complex, we have the challenge of
language, acculturation, and channel engagement.”
There are other critical “wrongs” that merit mentioning.
“All Latinos are acculturating”
“they all speak English”
“they only consume English targeted media”
“Latinos don’t have money”
Constanza can easily refuse these four claims.
According to Nielsen, in 2018 90 of the top 100 programs viewed by Hispanics were on Spanishlanguage TV.
On the subject of income, she refers to a report that states that if the U.S. Latino Gross Domestic
Product were its own country, it would be the seventh-largest in the world, ahead of Canada and India.
Data presented by Terry Soto on June 5 mirrored this data.
“This alone speaks to the economic power of this consumer,” Constanza notes.
She’s armed with more data points.
“In the first half of this decade Latinos accounted for 70% of the U.S.
workforce increase,” she says. “Advertisers that don’t recognize the
growing power of Hispanics in the U.S., regardless of politics, will miss out
connecting with this consumer that is leading the way today, and certainly
one of the most important segments into the future. Just ask advertisers
like McDonald’s and car manufacturers like Toyota that decided to invest in the ‘future’ of Hispanic
marketing back in the 1980s. Wonder why they continue to spend heavily today? It’s simple: they have
grown together and today Hispanic represents one of their most important consumer segments.
“The opportunity is still here for brands that really want to grow their business. Look at the facts, look
at the data and then make sure you are doing the right communications plan to reach and create
impact with this segment.”
HMO
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THE HMO INTERVIEW

THE POLYCULTURAL SOCIETY PLAY
When it comes to interesting conversations full of energy and passion for multicultural
marketing, there’s perhaps no better person to talk to than Alex Lopez Negrete, President/CEO
of Houston-based advertising agency Lopez Negrete Communications.
He’s definitely not acerbic. In fact, he’s as witty as ever. Yet, following a conversation with
Hispanic Market Overview, he professed that he, perhaps, came across as “a whiner,
disgruntled.”
Bullocks. Lopez Negrete is simply one of many in the industry, including Hispanic Market Overview, who
may simply be tired of saying the same damn things year in and year out – only to see regression rather
than progression reshape the state of U.S. Hispanic market.
So, about the “blending” theme of this report … When
Hispanic Market Overview penned it, it was partially designed
to gain reaction from some of the nation’s most esteemed
multicultural marketing professionals. Yes, we admit it: We
took a subject that was definitely going to generate some
controversy, if you will, only because the clients likely think
this way, and totally agreed with everything on the first four
pages of this report with respect to “blending.”
Now, after hitting the 29th page of editorial in our annual state
of the industry check-up, we invite you to fasten your seatbelts
and get a final look at what will truly make your Hispanic
marketing and advertising outreach shine – and resonate –
with the target audience.
Mr. Lopez Negrete was, like the other executives interviewed for this report, hardly thrilled that we
believe Latinos are “blending” into the mainstream – even if we meant Latino culture was being mixed
into the non-Hispanic Caucasian way of life.
Why? “Blending does mean a watering down of a source or a disappearance of some identity markers,
and that is not what has happened,” he says.
Rather, it is more like an integration of Hispanic culture into the framework of today’s America, allowing
cross-cultural influence to foment.
That said, America is mired in a dual reality — one that’s taken shape in the real world, and the
interpretation of it in the board rooms of the marketers.
Lopez Negrete says, “People imagine that Latinos become more White as that integration happens and
they lose that Hispanic identity, and then we don’t have to do any multicultural work.”
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This mindset dates to the mid-2000s, when Carl Kravetz served as Chairman of what was then AHAA
and members including Mr. Lopez Negrete worked on the 2008 Latino Identity Project.
He comments, “We adopt language. We adopt certain things that are contextual factors of culture. But
there are not culture identity markers.”
Mr. Lopez Negrete invites a reporter to imagine a jigsaw puzzle, where one sees the big pieces – those
are the markers of identity. The smaller pieces then are built around those bigger pieces. This metaphor
is how he wants all marketing professionals to consider the Hispanic consumer of 2019.
It will help in getting them to perhaps understand that, in his opinion, not all acculturation is the same.
“We’ve all had different models of this integration if you will,” he says, noting the IAG Research index
used in the late 2000s, championed by such industry pioneers as Lionel Sosa and Ernest Bromley.
“This integration resulted in this really bilingual, bicultural middle, and I think marketers are
conveniently interpreting it wrong,” Lopez Negrete believes. “There seems to be confusion or blindness
– yet it is more important than ever to play to those cultural markers of identity.”
This is where Lopez Negrete’s natural passion powers the words that flow from his mind.
“It’s weird that marketers are so willing to use non-ethnic work to cover multicultural basis, whether it
is Hispanic or African American or Asian,” he says. “They are so afraid to use multicultural work driven
by multicultural insights in their mainstream work – and I only say it to illustrate how ridiculous it is
when you see how multicultural the mainstream is. You’d think it would make more sense to drive to
that then use non-ethnic work to cover the base. Why are marketers so intent on suffocating the
multicultural work?”
Suffocate. That’s a strong word. Why does Lopez Negrete use it?
“Marketers always start with the question of what’s so different about this,” he explains. “Instead, they
should ask what is important to these multicultural audiences. Then you start holistically with a plan
that is going to win all of the segments.”
It is why Mr. Lopez Negrete thinks clients were braver and more willing to take leaps 15 years ago then
they are today.
Is it the political climate of today? “In my heart I think no but it is certainly harder now, even when
there is so much talk about it,” he admits.
Mr. Lopez Negrete spoke with Hispanic Market Overview on June 7 in Houston, one day after his
attendance at the American Advertising Federation (AAF) MOSAIC Awards at the Diplomat Resort in
Hollywood, Fla.
While he was largely pleased with the work honored, he still wonders if marketers are still just checking
“the D&I box” without representation and participation and not “just casting.”
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He asks, “Are we going beyond commercial and campaign? Where is the fully loaded initiative?”
CONCERNS OVER ENCROACHMENT
Mr. Lopez Negrete is, like other agency executives, concerned about ad dollar encroachment from the
digital giants -- Facebook, Instagram, Google/YouTube, et. al.
“The concerns for encroachment certainly apply to the Hispanic space, and at the end of the day it is
really about following the consumer and living in the digital space — and Latinos are no different,” he
says.
The U.S. Hispanic market, however, has some factors that protect the broadcast and cable TV players.
For one, there is less fragmentation. Then there is research show that Latinos tend to have more realtime viewership and more exclusive viewership.
Still, Mr. Lopez Negrete agrees that the worries about digital media’s strong magnet should be there.
It’s just that the focus perhaps shouldn’t be on the media spend.
“Spanish-language and Hispanic market media spend is suffering not because of this perception of
blending that some marketers have,” he says. “They are misunderstanding what is really happening out
there and ignoring multicultural cultures simply because they seem to be more mainstream. The reality
is that these multicultural cultures are more important than ever before.”
It’s why access to better research tools, combined with a more sophisticated audience, have allowed for
“richer, deeper discussions – and
they understand insights rather
than just a factoid.”
Mr. Lopez Negrete notes, “They
are not afraid to lead with
multicultural insights, and in our
case Latino insights, because that
Is really what is driving the
growth.”
But … the level of education is
still lagging.
“The unenlightened are still stuck
in the Eighties,” he laments.
“When Corporate America gets
more diverse, then Byzantine
discussions evaporate.”
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A WIDER VIEW ON ‘FAIR PLAY’
The story of "fair play" is one told repeatedly across the year, led by the 4A's and Sherman Kizart.
“Something has to happen on all these issues, and sending out charter is a part of that,” says Mr. Lopez
Negrete.
But, the 4 A’s didn’t go far enough, in his opinion.
“When you look at the charter, it starts with media buying, but to me, the trouble starts with the media
planning,” he says. “When you have a marketer that only wants to reach English-speaking Latinos or in
the case of African American [only uses total market media] … A I don’t know how you can possibly go
around that.”
That’s why Mr. Lopez Negrete would love to see the fair play charter start with planning, not just at the
buying level.
“The level of explanations that we have to get today on the use of some stations is unbelievable,” he
says, noting that talk about different radio formats and which ones aren’t so favorable permeate
discussions. “It just seems that when the audience levels are what they are, when the mix is what it is,
why are we having these discussions?”
Further, some marketers will avoid putting a media plan forward that includes a buy on Spanishlanguage television news.
Even Hispanic Market Overview couldn’t understand why such an aversion to news programming –
considering the dollars put into Telemundo and Univision’s respective local and national news
operations in recent years – was common.
For Mr. Lopez Negrete, it’s just one more example of how marketers are mistaking cultural identity
markers and why more CMOs need to be brave by letting multicultural insights lead, instead of
continuously taking and injecting them. “That is not what should be done in 2019,” he implores. “It’s
time for Multicultural to lead. I don’t know if it is deafness or stubbornness, but this is time to lead. This
is where the fish are.
“The media and channels are more robust and more measured than ever. We have more tools and data
than ever,” he concludes. We no longer fly by our gut. Our gut instincts are now fueled by data,
information, and measurement. Again – we have taken major steps forward. Still, my point remains that
we should be further along in the commitment than we actually are. That’s my only point. I feel it’s still
like high school sex: everyone talks about it, but not that many people are doing it, and those that are
doing it, few are doing it well and consistently.
HMO
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